
Metal Corner Beads and Trims   

Vinyl Corner Beads and Trims   

Paper Faced Corner Beads and Trims  

WHATEVER THE CHALLENGE, 
PHILLIPS HAS YOU COVERED.

Provide rigid protection to exposed edges of 
wallboard and much more with Phillips extensive 
line of high quality products. As a single source 
manufacturer with nationwide distribution, Phillips 
has you covered.

Visit phillipsmfg.com/beads for an informational 
video and request a free sample or call 
800.822.5055 for more information.
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Metal Corner Beads

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE 
MANUFACTURER FOR DRYWALL 

FINISHING PRODUCTS
PHILLIPSMFG.COM/BEADS

PHILLIPS klinchSTIK® CORNER BEAD

Phillips is the exclusive producer of klinchSTIK®. This corner bead is installed using standard industry 
practice with drywall nails, staples, screws or clinching tool and features deeply knurled mud anchors for 
perfect mud adhesion. klinchSTIK® is the ideal product for quick and easy installation with a clinching tool. 
Phillips klinchSTIK® corner bead features a grey galvanized surface coating.

PHILLIPS ShadowFree® CORNER BEADS 

Phillips ShadowFree® corner bead is the perfect color and texture for a superior finish. This product features 
a hot-dipped galvanized steel surface coating plus is primed for excellent corrosion prevention and to ensure 
quality mud and paint adhesion. Phillips exclusive ShadowFree® surface coating process helps prevent 
shadowing and cuts down on finishing time.

Phillips ShadowFree® corner bead is offered in square, splay, bullnose splay and bullnose. Bullnose and 
bullnose splay are available in 3/4” and 1-1/2” radii.

PHILLIPS Everlast® CORNER BEADS

Phillips performance proven Everlast® corner bead features a hot-dipped galvanized surface coating which 
provides superior corrosion protection. The surface of Phillips exclusive Everlast® corner bead features 
deeply knurled mud anchors to ensure quality mud adhesion. Phillips corner beads are easily installed using 
standard industry practice with drywall nails, staples, screws or clinching tool and finish with joint compound 
for a high-quality professional finish. 

Phillips Everlast® is available in square, splay, bullnose splay and bullnose. The splay corner bead creates a 
time-saving, smooth, consistent finish for open angles exceeding 120°. The performance proven Everlast® 
bullnose splay corner bead is used for a smooth, rounded finish on angles exceeding 120°. Bullnose and 
bullnose splay are available in 3/4” and 1-1/2” radii.
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Metal Corner Beads and Trims

STRONG AND IMPACT- 
RESISTANT DRYWALL 
FINISHING PRODUCTS

PHILLIPSMFG.COM/BEADS
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PHILLIPS BULLNOSE KERF

Phillips Bullnose Kerf metal has a unique shortened back flange allowing for insertion 
into grooved door jambs and window trims. This product is always a great fit and 
provides the smooth, round appearance associated with bullnose trims. This easy-to-
install product is considered by many an excellent alternative to Bullnose J-Round. 
Bullnose Kerf is available in both 3/4” and 1-1/2” radii. The 1-1/2” provides an even 
rounder appearance adding a modern look to rooms. Phillips also offers Bullnose Kerf 
metals with ShadowFree® surface coatings.

093 EXPANSION CONTROL JOINT

Phillips 093 zinc expansion control joints are manufactured from the highest quality 
solid zinc coil stock for superior corrosion resistance. An excellent product for interior 
or exterior applications, this product relieves stresses of expansion and contraction 
across ceilings and wall areas. The opening is protected by plastic tape which can be 
removed after joint compound or plaster has been applied. This product fits standard 
1/4” openings.

1/2" or 5/8"

1/4", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4" or 1"

1-1/4"

PHILLIPS J-ROUND, U-200, L-200 AND J-400 TRIMS

Phillips Bullnose J-Round is an easily installed corner bead ideal for providing a 
rounded edge around door and window jambs. This product is perfect to use with 
non-kerfed door jambs. The Bullnose J-Round has a shortened back flange which 
comes in handy if encasing the drywall is not desired or not available. This perfectly 
complementing corner bead is used by many as a trim. The Bullnose J-Round has a 
3/4” radius and is available in both 1/2” and 5/8” widths. Phillips also offers Bullnose 
J-Round with ShadowFree® surface coatings.

Phillips U-200 and L-200 are sturdy, steel casing products and mudable trims. This 
product provides maximum protection and a professionally finished wallboard edge 
at window and door jambs. These products are easily installed to the framing or jamb 
using standard industry practice. Available in grey galvanized surface coating.

Phillips offers the channel type U-200 trim in both 1/2” and 5/8”. 

Phillips offers the L-200 trim in 1/4”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4” and 1”. Some consider the L-200 
easier to install because the back flange is eliminated. Available in grey galvanized 
surface coating.

Phillips J-400 trim (reveal trim) is an economical steel channel providing edge 
protection around doors and windows or any partition junction openings. Hemmed 
edges allow for quick installation and no joint compound is required for finishing. 
Phillips provides J-400 trim in both 1/2” and 5/8”. 
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gripSTIK® Vinyl Corner and Transition Caps and Corner Beads

Phillips gripSTIK® MAX-Flex® vinyl archway beads are designed for maximum 
flexibility as our unique design allows them to conform to almost any radius. These 
products features many perforations, deeply knurled mud anchors, and the entire 
product is specially textured which all greatly enhance paint and mud adhesion. It 
is recommended to use high tack spray adhesive on each tab of the notched flange, 
possibly in conjunction with either nails or staples, for quick and easy installation. 

Phillips gripSTIK® 3/8” MAX-Flex® bullnose archway (mini) and square corner bead 
cuts feature ‘Y’ shaped slits on the notched flange allowing for ultimate flexibility 
without kinking. The standard flange length for the square corner bead is 1-1/4”.

Phillips gripSTIK® 3/4” and 1-1/2” MAX-Flex® bullnose archway beads are designed 
for a modern look. These products features a straight-cut design for minimal fill-in. 

 

1-1/4" x 1-1/4"

For 90˚ Angles

1-1/4" x 1-1/4"

Open Angle

 

1-1/4" x 1-1/4"

For 90˚ Angles

Notched
Flange

 For 90˚ Angles

1-1/2" Radius

3/4" Radius

3/8" Radius

Notched Flange
7/8"

7/8"

1"

PHILLIPS VINYL CORNER BEADS

Phillips gripSTIK® corner beads provide a rigid protection for the exposed edges of 
wallboard. This easy to install corner support can be nailed, stapled, or installed with a 
high tack spray adhesive. Flanges feature many perforations and deeply knurled mud 
anchors for excellent joint compound adhesion. All Phillips’ vinyl products are specially 
textured to enhance paint and mud adhesion and work great for both drywall and 
interior veneer applications.

The standard 90° square corner bead flange length for this product is 1-1/4”. 

Phillips extra wide corner bead flange length of 1-5/8” is ideal for those times a longer 
flange is needed or desired. 

Phillips splay bead offers a flush fit on a variety of open angle applications from 
approximately 120° to 135°, making this a very versatile product. The standard flange 
length for this product is 1-1/4”
 

PHILLIPS MAX-Flex® ARCHWAY CORNER BEADS

PHILLIPS CORNER AND TRANSITION CAPS

Phillips gripSTIK® 1/2”, 3/4” and 1-1/2” 3-way corner is designed to easily finish three intersecting 
90° outside corners. This product eliminates the need for mitering and corner filling, saving time and 
reducing waste. Bullnose and splay have alignment tabs making it easier to match with Phillips metal, 
vinyl or paper faced metal bullnose corner beads. Perforated to enhance mud adhesion. This product 
is available in bullnose, square and splay which easily finishes where two 90° outside bullnose 
corners intersect with one outside bullnose splay corner. 

Phillips gripSTIK® 3/4” and 1-1/2” 2-way corners finish two intersecting 90° outside bullnose 
corners. This product works great to cap corners of windows, closets, doorways, skylights, and 
other areas. Perforated to enhance mud adhesion. Alignment tabs make it easy to match with Phillips 
metal, vinyl or paper faced metal bullnose corner beads. This product is also available in splay.

Phillips gripSTIK® transition caps are designed to eliminate gaps between bullnose corner bead and 
baseboard or crown molding by transitioning bullnose corners to 90° corners. Phillips transition caps 
install quickly and easily using standard industry practice and can be used with Phillips metal, vinyl or 
paper faced metal corner beads. Perforated to enhance mud adhesion. 

Additional sizes and profiles available.

TAPERED FLANGES ALLOW FOR 
SEAMLESS FINISH WORK

PHILLIPSMFG.COM/BEADS
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SPECIALLY TEXTURED TO 
ENHANCE PAINT AND 

MUD ADHESION
PHILLIPSMFG.COM/BEADS

gripSTIK® Vinyl Corner Beads and E-Z Strip®
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Phillips gripSTIK® bullnose corner beads create a smooth, rounded look on drywall 
corners and are easily installed using standard industry practice. Flanges feature 
many perforations, deeply knurled mud anchors, and the entire product is specially 
textured which all greatly enhance paint and mud adhesion. This product is 
available in 3/8” (mini), 3/4” and 1-1/2” regular and splay bullnose.

Phillips gripSTIK® 3/4” and 1-1/2” bullnose kerf has a unique shortened back 
flange allowing for easy insertion into grooved door jambs and window trims. 
This product is always a great fit and provides the smooth, round appearance 
associated with bullnose trims. Flanges feature many perforations, deeply knurled 
mud anchors, and the entire product is specially textured which all greatly enhance 
paint and mud adhesion. The 1-1/2” radius provides a more pronounced round 
appearance adding a modern look to rooms.

PHILLIPS BULLNOSE CORNER BEADS

Phillips gripSTIK® 093 E-Z Strip® Expansion Control Joint is designed to relieve 
the stresses of contraction and expansion. The expansion control joint groove 
is protected by plastic tape that can be easily removed after the joint finishing 
material has dried, leaving a clean well-formed joint. Easily install this durable 
and impact resistant product using standard industry practice. The perforated 
and knurled flanges allow for faster drying and enhanced mud adhesion. The 093 
expansion control joint is a Phillips exclusive and we stand behind its quality and 
durability 100%.

PHILLIPS 093 E-Z Strip® EXPANSION CONTROL JOINT

PHILLIPS 180FLEXKorner INSIDE/OUTSIDE FLEXIBLE VINYL CORNER BEAD

This Inside/Outside Vinyl Corner Bead features a unique flexible angle design 
that is specially engineered to flex and hold virtually any degree of inside and 
outside corner without cracking. This durable and versatile product reduces call 
backs because it maintains shape when settlement occurs. Flanges feature many 
perforations and deeply knurled mud anchors to greatly enhance mud and paint 
adhesion. Available in 2-1/2” width in 50’ rolls and 8’, 9’ and 10’ sticks.
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OVER 50 DIFFERENT 
CORNER AND TRANSITION CAP 

DESIGNS AVAILABLE
PHILLIPSMFG.COM/BEADS

gripSTIK® Vinyl Trims and Spray Adhesive 
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PHILLIPS VINYL J-TRIM, L-TRIM, L-TEAR STRIP, FLAT L-TEAR STRIP AND MAX-Flex® TRIM ARCHWAY

Phillips gripSTIK® J-Trim provides a finished edge at door and window openings 
along with other various wallboard intersections. J-Trim does not require any joint 
compound and can be nailed or slipped on. Phillips offers this product in 1/4”, 
3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8” and 3/4”.

Phillips gripSTIK® L-Trim provides a clean, sharp edge at door, window, ceiling, 
and other terminations. The many perforations and raised shoulder enhance 
strong compound adhesion and provide for a flush finish. Phillips offers this 
product in 3/8”, 1/2” or 5/8”.

Phillips gripSTIK® MAX-Flex® L-Trim archway is designed for maximum flexibility, 
conforming to almost any radius. This product features “Y” shaped slits on the 
notched flange for superior flexibility without kinking. This product works great to 
provide a clean edge at door, window, ceiling and other terminations. This product 
is available in 1/2” and 5/8”.

Phillips gripSTIK® L-Tear Strip provides a clean line at a variety of wallboard 
intersections. The tear off strip provides a protective edge and a guide for drywall 
finishing knives. Once joint compound is applied, finished and painted, the tear off 
strip is removed to form a clean, crisp edge. Phillips offers this product in 1/4”, 
3/8”, 1/2” and 5/8”. 

Phillips gripSTIK® Flat L-Tear Strip provides a clean line at a variety of wallboard 
intersections. A one-size-fits-all product, the Flat L-Tear Strip is used where a 
straight edge is needed and there is not enough room at the intersection for the 
leg. The tear off strip provides a protective edge and a guide for drywall finishing 
knives.  Once joint compound is applied, finished and painted, the tear off strip is 
removed to form a clean, crisp edge.

PHILLIPS gripSTIK® MULTIPURPOSE SPRAY ADHESIVE 
A high tack web based spray adhesive used in many different applications and is ideal for adhering vinyl corner bead 
to drywall. This product works great when applying Phillips gripSTIK® vinyl beads and trims and is commonly used 
to hang plastic sheathing or barriers on environmental abatement projects. This web based spray adhesive features a 
unique adjustable nozzle for desired spray strength and width. The adhesive is tinted to help prevent overspray. This 
high quality product is available in 17 oz. cans. Packaging is 12 cans per case, 80 cases per pallet. 
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SPECIALLY ENGINEERED 
PAPER PROVIDES SUPERIOR 
MUD AND PAINT ADHESION 

 PHILLIPSMFG.COM/BEADS

Paper Faced Corner Beads
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PHILLIPS TAPE-ON OUTSIDE CORNER BEADS

PHILLIPS NAIL-ON OUTSIDE CORNER BEADS

No fasteners or nails are needed for installation. 

Features approximately 20% thicker steel than ASTM standard C1047 minimum requirement:
Phillips kwikSTIK®  P1 XW EL can be used on 90° outside corners with any standard drywall 
thickness for a clean, professional finish. 

Phillips kwikSTIK®  P1 Micro Bead has a smaller bead and wider flanges, goes up fast and 
requires less mudding, saving both time and money. 

Phillips kwikSTIK®  P1W features an uneven leg designed to finish 90° corners.

Phillips kwikSTIK®  P1-OS outside splay corner bead is designed to finish open angle corners 
exceeding 120°.

Phillips kwikSTIK®  3/4” SLOK and 1-1/2” bullnose corner beads provide a smooth, rounded 
finish to outside 90° corners. Also, available in SLOK-OS splay.

Meets or utilizes slightly lighter gauge steel than ASTM standard C1047 requirements:
Phillips kwikSTIK®  No Bead Super Wide is designed as an economical product featuring no 
bead meaning minimal joint compound is required for installation. This product features extra 
wide flanges for additional coverage where needed.

Phillips kwikSTIK®  P1 Deluxe Super Wide features wider flanges for more complete coverage 
when finishing 90° corners. Phillips also carries the P1 Super Wide which utilizes slightly 
lighter steel gauge making it a more economical product but does not comply with ASTM 
standard C1047; however, this product meets all other applicable ASTM standard requirements.

Phillips kwikSTIK®  Deluxe Micro Bead has a smaller bead and wider flanges. This product goes 
up fast and requires less mudding, saving both time and money.

Phillips kwikSTIK®  Deluxe Tape On features a thicker steel radius, approximately 20% thicker 
than ASTM standard C1047 minimum requirement. Deisgned for smooth, round outside 
corners.

Phillips kwikSTIK®  3/4” Southwestern Bullnose is an economical bead providing a round, 
smooth appearance to 90° outside corners. This product utilizes slightly lighter gauge steel 
which does not meet ASTM standard C1047.

Features approximately 20% thicker steel than ASTM standard C1047 minimum requirement: 
Phillips kwikSTIK®  SLOK-N bullnose is designed for smooth, round outside corners where nailing 
or other mechanical fastening is desired. Also, available in SLOK-NOS splay, SLOK-NOS and SLOK-
NXW with wider flanges for easier nailing and maximum coverage.

Meets or utilizes slightly lighter gauge steel than ASTM standard C1047 requirements:
Phillips kwikSTIK®  Southwestern bullnose is an economical alternative to SLOK-N utilizing slightly 
lighter steel gauge that does not meet ASTM standard C1047. The Deluxe Southwestern-NXW is 
an alternative to SLOK-NXW with slightly lighter gauge steel that does meet ASTM standard C1047 
while the Southwestern-NXW is another alternative that does not meet ASTM standard C1047. 
However, this product meets all other ASTM standard requirements. 

Phillips kwikSTIK® square bead is used on 90º corners for a clean professional look. Standard 
length is 1-1/4’’.
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QUICK AND PROFESSIONALLY 
FINISHED INSIDE AND 
OUTSIDE CORNERS
PHILLIPSMFG.COM/BEADS

Paper Faced Trims and Installation Products

5/8"

7/8" 1-1/4"

Additional Information Available at PHILLIPSmfg.com/beads
Full Product Catalog available in PDF download, interactive digital, Spanish-English and French-English. Phillips also provides Material 
Certifications, Safety Data Sheets,  Submittals,  Fire Ratings,  Installation Recommendations,  Assembly Drawings,  LEED® Information,  
Sound Transmission Control Ratings, Packaging Sheets, 3-Part Specifications and the latest Press Releases.
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PHILLIPS TAPE-ON CORNER TRIMS

Features approximately 20% thicker steel than ASTM standard C1047 minimum requirement: 
Phillips kwikSTIK® P2 is designed to form a true inside (90°) corner. Also available in P2-OS 
splay for wider open angles on inside corners greater than 90°. 

Phillips kwikSTIK® 1/2” and 5/8” P4 L-Trim are ideal where wallboard abuts with suspended 
ceilings, beams, plaster, masonry, and concrete walls, as well as untrimmed door and 
window jambs. 

Phillips Mud Hoppers work great to easily install kwikSTIK® Paper Faced Beads and Trims. This hopper is designed for all tape-on 90°, 3/4” 
bullnose or L beads. Phillips Mud Hoppers eliminate time consuming work, provide easy clean-up and are lightweight.

Nose Coated Products
Don’t forget that Phillips carries all of your favorite corner beads in nose coated paper.


